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By Teel James Glenn

BooksForABuck.com. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 214 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x
6.0in. x 0.5in.According to some theories of quantum physics, the real universe doesnt make
choices, it takes every path. Somewhere out there, theres a you who chose another spouse, who
became a serial killer or a rock star. Somewhere, theres a version of the universe where dinosaurs
still rule, and another where your parents hated each other on first sight and never connected.
Somewhere, Adolf Hitler had a change of heart in prison and somewhere there are cops who work
to keep the leaves of reality from conflicting, prevent one version of you from murdering another
and taking his place. Author Teel James Glenn approaches the alternate universe theory from the
standpoint of the pulp fiction author. His version of a time-cop rides Slepnir, Odins 8-legged horse
and is stuck with a Chimp as a sidekick at a magic convention. Adolf Hitler turned from politics to
become an adventure writer and heads to Egypt with Robert E. Howard (who somehow left Cross
Plains, Texas). Add in a Skullmask story, a story featuring the intrepid newspaper reporter Moxie of
Maxi and Moxie fame, a steampunk story of transformation, warbots and...
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ReviewsReviews

Here is the best pdf i actually have go through till now. We have study and i also am certain that i am going to planning to go through once again once
more in the future. You will not sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you question me).
-- Fr eder ique Rolfson-- Fr eder ique Rolfson

The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a  Schultz  III--  K ia r r a  Schultz  III
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